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Abstract
Due to unforeseen events (e.g. bad weather conditions), association football league schedules
are not necessarily played as they were announced in the beginning of the season. This paper
analyses the impact of uncertainty on the quality of football league schedules by examining
fifteen seasons of ten major European football leagues. We describe several quality measures,
related to breaks, the fairness of the ranking, and cancelled matches. The empirical study reveals
that matches that were rescheduled to another date have a profound impact on the quality of
the resulting schedule, indicating that football schedules in Europe deal poorly with uncertainty.
Moreover, we present several proactive and reactive approaches in order to mitigate this problem.
The former determine where to insert so-called catch-up rounds as buffers in the schedule,
while the latter reschedule matches to these catch-up rounds when uncertain events occur. We
evaluate combinations of proactive and reactive approaches, and provide recommendations to
practitioners (e.g. four catch-up rounds usually suffice, and immediate irrevocable rescheduling
is not beneficial).
Keywords: OR in sports; football schedule; quality measures; uncertainty; proactive and
reactive policy
1. Introduction
Association football (to which we will refer as ‘football’ in this paper) comprises worldwide spec-
tacles like the FIFA World Cup, as well as a plethora of amateur competitions, played simply for
the happiness it brings to the players [4]. Each football competition needs a schedule of play that
indicates which team is facing which opponent at what time (and where). Most leagues use a round
robin schedule, where each team plays against each other team an equal number of times (usually
twice). For professional football leagues, a schedule should accommodate numerous wishes and
constraints coming from various stakeholders (league, clubs, fans, TV, police, etc.); [13] provide an
overview of typical requirements encountered in sport scheduling. Hence, constructing a suitable
schedule is quite a challenge. In some cases (e.g. [6]), academics managed to close a contract with
a football association, and are providing the official schedule.
Despite hard efforts invested at the start of the season to create a high-quality football schedule,
this initial schedule is not necessarily fully played as planned. Indeed, several months can span
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between the time the initial schedule is announced and the moment that some games are played.
During this period, additional information becomes available, e.g. related to weather conditions,
the outcome of other competitions (e.g. domestic cup, Champions League, etc.), actors (players and
referees), fans’ behaviour (e.g. hooliganism, violence), technical problems (e.g. defective stadium
lights), or political events (e.g. war, election, protests). This information, which may affect the
implementation of the initial schedule, is difficult to estimate and anticipate due to uncertainty
related to its occurrence. Nevertheless, it may lead to the pause, postponement, or even cancellation
of a match. Games that are postponed or rescheduled induce deviations from the initial schedule,
which we call disruptions (see a formal definition in Section 2). We refer to the schedule that
effectively represents the way the competition was played as the realized schedule, which is known
only at the end of the season.
As a first contribution, this paper studies the difference between the quality of the initial schedule
and that of the realized schedule for fifteen seasons of ten major European football leagues. We
introduce quality measures that are based on breaks, fair ranking, and failures. We find that,
although unforeseen events rarely interfere with a match, for almost 90% of the seasons, the initial
schedule is different from the realized schedule. Furthermore, these disruptions have a profound
impact on the quality of the realized schedules.
The main results of our empirical study show the need for our second contribution, namely the
development of proactive and reactive scheduling approaches to mitigate the impact of unforeseen
events on the quality of the schedule. Proactive scheduling focuses on developing an initial schedule
that anticipates the realization of unpredicted events during the season. We do this by inserting so-
called catch-up rounds (i.e. empty rounds, to which matches can be rescheduled when unexpected
events occur) as buffers in the schedule. Reactive scheduling, on the other hand, does not interfere
with creating the initial schedule but repairs or re-optimizes the initial schedule when a disruption
occurs. Hence, our reactive policies concentrate on rescheduling postponed games to appropriate
catch-up rounds. We compare various combined proactive and reactive strategies, and study their
effect on the quality of the schedule.
Despite numerous contributions on sport scheduling (see e.g. [10], [15], [16], [19], and [21]), as far
as we are aware, the issue of uncertainty (or dealing with it) has not been studied before. However,
successful applications of proactive and/or reactive optimization can be found in various domains
such as project scheduling [12, 20], berth and quay crane scheduling [8], job shop scheduling [17],
inventory systems [18], etc. Although other approaches for dealing with unexpected events (e.g.
robust optimization, stochastic programming, see e.g. [9]) are conceivable too, (combined) proactive
and reactive optimization has the advantage that (i) it does not require much probabilistic knowl-
edge of the uncertain events, (ii) it looks beyond avoiding some worst-case scenarios and feasibility
issues, and (iii) its implementation is relatively easy, making it more realistic for practitioners.
The rest of our paper unfolds as follows. Section 2 sets the stage by introducing basic notions
of football scheduling and uncertainty. Section 3 introduces several quality measures to evaluate
football schedules. In Section 4, we analyse the schedules of the most prominent European leagues
in terms of our quality measures and disruptions. Several proactive policies and reactive policies
are proposed in Section 5. Corresponding simulation results are illustrated in Section 6, and we
conclude in Section 7.
2. Setting the stage
Throughout this paper, we consider only football leagues that have an even number of teams and
we denote by S = {1, 2, . . . , 2n} the set of teams. A game (or match) is an ordered pair of teams,
denoted as (i, j) or i − j, meaning that team i plays at home – that is, it uses its own venue
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(stadium) for that game – against team j; and we say that team j plays away. A round is a set
of games, usually played in the same weekend, in which every team plays at most one game. We
denote the set of rounds by T = {1, 2, . . . , R}.
An l-round robin schedule (simply referred to as schedule for the remainder of this paper) is
a pairing of games to rounds, such that each team plays each other team l times, and each teams
plays at most once per round. Most football leagues play a double round robin tournament (2RR),
where the teams meet twice (once at home, once away); but triple and quadruple round robin
tournaments are also used. A phased schedule is such that no team plays against another team
for the k-th time, before it has played at least k − 1 matches against all the other teams (for
k = 2, ..., l). Phased schedules can be split into equal parts, such that each part forms a single
round robin tournament. Usually, the order of the rounds in these parts is related. Most football
competitions use mirroring, i.e., the second part of the competition is identical to the first one,
except that the home advantage is inverted [7].
A schedule is compact if it uses the minimum number of rounds required to schedule all the
games; otherwise it is relaxed. In a compact schedule with an even number of teams, each team
plays exactly one game in each round; in a relaxed round robin schedule, no team plays in each
round. In this paper, and in line with common practice in European football schedules [7], we
assume compact schedules. We say that a team has a bye in a given round if it does not play in
that round. The sequence of home matches (‘H’) and away matches (‘A’) played by a single team
is called its home-away pattern (HAP). Given such a HAP, the occurrence of two consecutive home
matches, or two consecutive away matches is called a break. We consider a sequence of a home
(away) game, one or more byes, and another home (away) game also as a break. Teams can have
consecutive breaks, causing them to play three or more home (away) games in a row. A series of
consecutive away games is called an away tour. For team i ∈ S and a round r ∈ T , we denote by
hi,r (respectively ai,r) the number of home (away) games played by that team up to (and including)
round r.
An illustration of a compact, phased, double round robin tournament with six teams, named
A to F, is given in Figure 1(a). The HAPs of this schedule are depicted in Figure 1(b). Note that
the HAP of team A contains two breaks whereas that of team F starts with an away tour of three
consecutive away games.
Many of the theoretical results and algorithms in sport scheduling are based on graph theory.
As far as we are aware, [1] was the first to use the complete graph K2n on 2n nodes for constructing
single round robin tournaments, with the nodes corresponding with the teams and each edge with
a game between the teams of the nodes it connects. A compact schedule can then be seen as a
one-factorization of K2n, i.e., a partitioning into edge-disjoint one-factors Fi with i = 1, ..., 2n− 1.
A one-factor is a perfect matching, i.e., a set of edges such that each node in the graph is incident
to exactly one of these edges. Each one-factor corresponds to a round in a compact schedule and
represents n matches. One particular one-factorization results in so-called canonical schedules,
which are highly popular in sport scheduling [6]. This one-factorization has its one-factors Fi for
i = 1, ..., 2n− 1 defined as
Fi = {(2n, i)} ∪ {(i+ k, i− k) : k = 1, ..., n− 1} (1)
where the numbers i + k and i − k are expressed as one of the numbers 1, 2, ..., 2n − 1 (mod
2n − 1) [1]. For an overview of graph-based models in sports scheduling, we refer to the work by
[2].
Games that are postponed or rescheduled in a way that they induce deviations from the initial
schedule are labelled disruptions. We formally define a disruption as follows:
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round r1 r2 r3 r4 r5 r6 r7 r8 r9 r10
date 25/11 01/12 08/12 15/12 23/12 06/01 21/01 28/01 04/02 11/02
A-B B-E A-F C-B B-F E-B F-A B-C F-B B-A
C-D D-A B-D E-A D-E A-D D-B A-E E-D D-C
E-F C-F E-C F-D A-C F-C C-E D-F C-A F-E
(a) A double round robin schedule for six teams, named A to F
round r1 r2 r3 r4 r5 r6 r7 r8 r9 r10
date 25/11 01/12 08/12 15/12 23/12 06/01 21/01 28/01 04/02 11/02
A H A H A H H A H A A
B A H H A H A A H A H
C H H A H A A H A H A
D A H A A H A H H A H
E H A H H A H A A H A
F A A A H A H H A H H
(b) The HAPs of the schedule in Table 1(a)
Figure 1: Illustration of a double round robin schedule with its associated HAPs
Definition 1. Given an initial schedule, if a game m of round r was played after at least one game
of round r + 1 or played before at least one game of round r − 1 in the realized schedule, we say
that there was a disruption. We call the game m a disrupted game.
Each disruption will by definition create a difference between the initial and the realized sched-
ule, however, the converse is not necessarily true. Indeed, note that a game which was not played as
initially scheduled, but rescheduled (and played) before any game of the next round is played and
after all the games of the previous rounds, is not considered as a disruption because the order of
the games remains the same. Furthermore, games that are awarded to one or neither team without
rescheduling are also not considered as disruptions. Although a game that was not (fully) played at
the scheduled date is usually postponed, it is also possible to reschedule a game to an earlier date,
provided of course that it is known well beforehand that it will not be possible to play that game
as initially scheduled. For example, game between Porto and Maŕıtimo in the 2016-2017 season of
the Portugese league was played earlier than originally scheduled because of Christmas holidays.
3. Quality measures for football schedules
In this section, we present the quality measures that we use to evaluate football schedules. In
practice, the quality of such a football schedule is determined by how well it manages to satisfy
a number of constraints. For instance, two teams sharing the same home venue must not have
simultaneous home games, or team A may not be able to play a home game against some team B
on a particular date, because insufficient police force is available at that time to guarantee public
safety. Usually, each constraint receives a weight relative to its importance, and the quality of the
schedule is determined by the weighted sum of satisfied constraints. However, the type of constraints
and their importance heavily depend on traditions and geographical conditions, and hence, differ
from one league (country) to another. Moreover, the exact constraints and their weights are not
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publicly available.
Hence, in this paper, we opt for quality measures that are easy to understand, and that can be
applied to any football league. For a given schedule, we say that a team has a break (Section 3.1)
if it has two consecutive home games, or two consecutive away games. Fair ranking (Section 3.2)
refers to the fact that the number of (home) games played should be balanced over the teams at any
point in the season. Failures represent unsuccessful rescheduled matches (Section 3.3), and should
obviously be avoided. We also present a number of theoretical results which establish relations
among these quality measures. Our motivation to consider these quality measures stems from a
survey of European football schedules [7], which shows that in almost all competitions, schedules
are used that minimize the number of breaks and balance the home advantage.
3.1 Breaks
To reduce travel costs, a team may prefer to have two or more consecutive away games if its stadium
is located far from the opponents’ venues, and the venues of these opponents are close to each other.
Scheduling away tours, however, is quite uncommon in European football, as there is typically a
week between consecutive matches and travel distances are relatively small. Moreover, [5] observe
that scheduling consecutive home games has a negative impact on attendance. Hence, in most
competitions, breaks - and successive breaks in particular - are avoided as much as possible. This
observation motivates the use of the total number of breaks and the maximum number of consecutive
breaks (denoted by δ) in a schedule as a measure of the quality of that schedule. The schedule
depicted in Figure 1 contains 14 breaks in total and has δ = 2.
Ideally, each team has a perfect alternation of home and away games. It is easy to see that
only two different patterns without breaks exist (HAHA...H and AHAH...A). Moreover, all teams
must have different patterns (indeed, two teams with the same pattern can never play against each
other), and hence, at most two teams will not have any break. Consequently, any (compact) round
robin schedule for 2n teams will have at least 2n − 2 breaks; [1] shows that a canonical schedule
with exactly 2n − 2 breaks can be constructed for any n. For a double round robin tournament,
mirroring a compact single round robin schedule with a minimal number of breaks results in 6n−6
breaks. If 2n 6= 4, this can be achieved without a team having successive breaks [1]. If there is no
need for a phased schedule, we can limit the number of breaks to 2n− 2 [7].
3.2 Fair Ranking
Given the advantage that the home team turns out to have in football [14], it is fair that each team
plays half of its games at home, and the other half away. [11] call a schedule balanced if for each
team the number of home and away games played at the end of the season differ by at most one.
[13] generalize this notion of balanced schedule over all rounds (instead of just the last round), and
introduce k-balancedness.







|hi,r − ai,r| . (2)
In words, a schedule is k-ranking-balanced if and only if for each team i ∈ S and for each
round r ∈ T , the difference between the number of home and away games played by team i up
to (and including) round r is at most k, and there is a team that achieves this value of k for at
least one round in the schedule. Note that for each schedule we have k ≥ 1. As an illustration, the
schedule depicted in Figure 1 has k = 3.
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Goossens and Spieksma [7] point out the importance of having a league table that offers a
fair ranking after each round. In this interpretation, ideally, each team will have played the same
number of home games after each pair of rounds. They define g-ranking-balancedness as follows:













Literally, a schedule is g-ranking-balanced if and only if for each pair of teams i, j ∈ S after each
round r ∈ T , the difference between the number of home games played by team i and the number
of home games played by team j is at most g, and there are teams that achieve this value of g
at least once in the schedule. We also have g ≥ 1 for each schedule. As an illustration, for the
schedule depicted in Figure 1 we have g = 2.
Even more fundamental for a fair ranking than a balanced home advantage over the teams, is
the difference between the number of matches played by the teams at any point in the season. In
a compact schedule for a competition with an even number of teams, all teams are scheduled to
play once per round. However, in case of disruptions, the realized schedule may lose that property,
rendering the ranking unfair. Hence, we develop a new measure on the basis of the number of
matches played as follows.









|Mr −mi,r| , (4)
where Mr is the number of matches played by the majority of the teams up to and including round
r ∈ T , and mi,r is the number of matches played by team i ∈ S up to and including round r ∈ T .
In order to have a minimal ranking difference, a schedule should have each team play the same
number of games as the majority of the teams after each round; the smaller RD, the more fair the
ranking will be at any point in the season. Note that RD ≥ 0 for each schedule; for time-relaxed
schedules and tournaments with an odd number of teams, RD > 0. If a schedule has RD = 0, we
call it a RD-balanced schedule. Moreover, the ranking difference will always be an even number
because a (disrupted) game involves two teams. Figure 2 illustrates the impact on the ranking
difference in case the game A–C in r5 of the schedule in Figure 1(a) is disrupted and postponed
to a catch-up round f after round 10. Since, as a result, two teams will have played one game less
than the majority of the teams for 5 rounds, the ranking difference is now 10.
round r1 r2 r3 r4 r5 r6 r7 r8 r9 r10 f
A H A H A H H A H A A H
B A H H A H A A H A H
C H H A H A A H A H A A
D A H A A H A H H A H
E H A H H A H A A H A
F A A A H A H H A H H
Figure 2: Illustration of a HAP set with k = 3, g = 2 and RD = 10.
We point out that the fact that a realized schedule is RD-balanced does not imply that there
were no disrupted games: if a whole round is rescheduled to another date, this will have no impact
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on the ranking difference measure. Note that the quality measures k-ranking-balancedness and
g-ranking-balancedness are determined exclusively by the worst case round and (pair of) team(s);
how the other teams fare in the other rounds has no impact. In contrast, each deviation, regardless
of the team or the round, contributes to the ranking difference measure.
The following result establishes relations between the quality measures described above (using
the notation defined earlier in this section).
Theorem 1. For any given schedule involving S teams and T rounds, we have:
(a) g ≤ k;
(b) k ≤ 2g − 1;
(c) g = 1 if and only if k = 1;
(d) g = 1 if and only if there are no breaks on even rounds;
(e) for schedule with more than two rounds, g = 1 if and only if δ = 1;
(f) δ ≤ 2 k − 1;
(g) RD ≤ 2kb|T |/2c|S|.
Proof: (a) Consider a given round r ∈ T and kr := maxi∈S |hi,r − ai,r|. There exists a team ir ∈ S
such that kr := |hir,r − air,r|. Let us assume, without loss of generality, that hir,r ≥ air,r such that
kr := hir,r − air,r. This implies that hir,r = maxj∈S hj,r. Because hj,r + aj,r = r we infer that














hj,r ≤ hir,r − air,r,
gr ≤ kr. (5)
By taking the maximum over r ∈ T in equation (5), we obtain that g ≤ k.
(b) For a given round r ∈ T , either (1) hi,r = ai,r for all team i ∈ S or (2) there exists a
team j ∈ S such that hj,r 6= aj,r. Let T= = {r : hi,r = ai,r, ∀i ∈ S} and T6= = {r : r /∈ T=}.
Because k ≥ 1 we infer that k := maxr∈T6= kr. Also, because g ≥ 1 we have g := maxr∈T 6= gr.
We now argue that for all r ∈ T6= we have kr ≤ 2 gr − 1. Let r ∈ T6= and ir ∈ S such that
kr := hir,r − air,r. Because r ∈ T6= we have that maxj∈S aj,r ≥ mini∈S hi,r + 1. Therefore,
kr = hir,r − air,r
≤ hir,r −min
j∈S
hj,r − 1 + max
j∈S
aj,r − air,r
≤ 2 gr − 1. (6)
By taking the maximum over all r ∈ T6= in equation (6), we obtain that k ≤ 2 g − 1.
(c) The result (a) implies that any schedule with k = 1 has g = 1. We now consider a schedule
with g = 1 and we argue by contradiction that k = 1. If k = 2 then there exists r ∈ T such that
kr := maxi∈S |hi,r − ai,r| := 2. Without loss of generality, we assume that there exists a team ir
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such that hir,r ≥ air,r and kr := hir,r − air,r = 2. Because g = 1 we have hj,r ≥ hir,r − 1, for all
j ∈ S. Let Sr := {j : hj,r = hir,r} be the set of teams that have played the highest number of









= |Sr|hir,r + (2n− |Sr|) (hir,r − 1)
= |Sr|+ 2n (hir,r − 1). (7)










= |Sr| air,r + (2n− |Sr|) (air,r + 1)
= 2n (air,r + 1)− |Sr| . (8)





hj,r = 2n (air,r + 1)− |Sr| − |Sr| − 2n (hir,r − 1)
= 2n (air,r − hir,r) + 4n− 2 |Sr|
= −4n+ 4n− 2 |Sr|
= −2 |Sr| 6= 0,
which implies that the sum of all home games is greater than the sum of all away games. A
contradiction! A similar analysis can be developed for k ≥ 3. This completes the proof of case (c).
(d) On the one hand, suppose that we have a schedule with g = 1 and a break on an even
round. It is not difficult to see that this will imply that k > 1 and we have a contradiction with
(c). On the other hand, if a schedule does not have a break on even rounds then clearly g = 1.
(e) This result follows from the fact that any schedule with more that two rounds contains a
break, which implies that δ ≥ 1 for such schedule. Furthermore, because we consider a schedule
with g = 1 we conclude that δ = 1 for that schedule.
(f) Let us consider a schedule with δ > 0; note that if δ = 0 then the inequality is trivially
true. Let i be a team with δ consecutive breaks and in addition, we assume that i is the first team
(with respect to rounds) to have δ consecutive breaks. Without loss of generality, we assume that
team i is playing δ + 1 home games and we denote by rlb and rub the first (respectively the last)
round involving that series of δ + 1 home games. This means that in round rlb−1 team i is either
playing away or it has not yet started the competition; a similar explanation holds for rub+1. We
distinguish the following two cases:
(1) On the one hand, if lb = 1 then team i starts the competition with δ + 1 home games and
the schedule has k ≥ δ + 1. Clearly, the inequality δ ≤ 2k − 1 is satisfied.
(2) On the other hand, if lb > 1 then team i has played lb− 1 games before its series of δ + 1
home games. If hi,lb−1 ≥ ai,lb−1 then, by focusing on the schedule of team i up to round ub,
we have that k ≥ δ + 1 and hence δ ≤ 2k − 1. We now suppose that hi,lb−1 < ai,lb−1 and let
α = ai,lb−1 − hi,lb−1. Note that k ≥ α and as a consequence, if α ≥ δ+12 then we have δ ≤ 2k − 1.
However, if α < δ+12 then by focusing on the schedule of team i up to round ub, we infer that
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⇒ −α > −δ + 1
2





⇒ k ≥ δ + 1− α > δ + 1
2
⇒ 2k − 1 ≥ δ.
(g)Consider a given round r ∈ T and kr := maxi∈S |hi,r − ai,r|. There exists a team ir ∈ S
such that kr := |hir,r − air,r|. Let us assume, without loss of generality, that hir,r ≥ air,r such that
kr := hir,r − air,r. This implies that hir,r = maxj∈S hj,r and Mr ≤ 2hir,r. Assume that we have
a compact schedule, then hj,r + aj,r = mj,r = r, we infer that hj,r ≥ air,r and aj,r ≥ air,r, for any
team j ∈ S. Therefore,
Mr −mj,r ≤ 2hir,r − (hj,r + aj,r)
≤ 2hir,r − 2 air,r
≤ 2 k (9)
Since games played by at least half of the teams, i.e.,dT/2e teams can reach Mr, it means at most










≤ 2 k bT/2cS (10)

We mention that the inequalities (b) and (f) are tight. Indeed, we propose two schedules and
the corresponding HAP sets in Figures 3 and 4, consisting of three rounds and involving four teams
named A to D. The schedule in Figure 3 has k = 3 and g = 2, which indicates that the bound
provided by (b) is tight; whereas the schedule in Figure 4 has k = 1 and δ = 1, which also indicates
that the bound provided by (f) is tight.
r1 r2 r3 H H H
A-B A-D A-C A H A
C-D B-C D-B H A A
A A H
Figure 3: Illustration of schedule and HAP set with k = 3 and g = 2.
r1 r2 r3 H A H
A-B B-A A-C A H A
C-D D-C D-B H A A
A H H
Figure 4: Illustration of schedule and HAP set with k = 1 and δ = 1.
[1] showed that for any 2n teams, it is possible to construct a canonical single round robin
schedule with minimal number of breaks and without breaks on even rounds. As a consequence,
there exists a schedule for which all the above quality measures are minimal.
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3.3 Failures
Normally, in a round robin schedule, each team should have played the same number of games at the
end of the season. However, not every disrupted match can be rescheduled successfully. Indeed,
UEFA regulations prescribe that teams should have at least two rest days between consecutive
matches (i.e., a team that plays on Thursday cannot play again until Sunday at the earliest).
Furthermore, police may forbid the use of certain dates for rescheduling high-risk matches. Hence,
it may happen that none of the remaining dates in the season are suitable for rescheduling a match
of a given team, particularly if that team already faces a number of postponed games and/or a
busy schedule in the domestic cup or European competitions. We call a match a failure if it cannot
be played because no suitable date is available on which it can be rescheduled. Ultimately, a failure
is cancelled and the victory is awarded to one or neither opponent.
4. Empirical Study of European Football League Schedules
We consider ten major European football leagues, comparing the quality of initial schedules with
that of the realized schedules. We first give details about the leagues and how the data was collected
in Section 4.1; the obtained results are presented in Section 4.2.
4.1 Data
For the seasons 2002–2017, the following European football leagues are taken into consideration:
Belgium, England, France, Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Portugal, Russia, Spain, and Ukraine
(constituting the top 10 of the UEFA Country Ranking). In order to be able to make an aggregated
analysis, we opted to include only European leagues, since these all abide by the same (UEFA) rules
and delegate teams to the same international competitions (Champions League, Europa League).
Moreover, they are influenced by a similar climate (e.g. winter in December-February). We gathered
information about initial and realized schedules from the following websites:
http://www.the-sports.org/football-foot-s1-c0-b0.html
http://www.rsssf.com
In some competitions (e.g. Belgium, Netherlands), the regular round robin stage of the compe-
tition is followed by a post-competition stage. Typically, post-competitions involve only a subset of
the teams in the league, and it is not clear from the beginning of the season which teams will take
part in the post-competition stage (this depends on their performance in the regular stage). Con-
sequently, no post-competition schedule can be made at the beginning of the season. Furthermore,
post-competitions are often implemented in a direct knock-out format according to a fixed bracket,
which leaves few or no scheduling options. For these reasons, we chose to ignore post-competitions
in this paper.
In all countries except the Netherlands, the initial schedules are compact. Indeed, in the Nether-
lands, two extra rounds were used for seasons 2002–2003 and 2003–2004; the 2004–2005 season had
one extra round scheduled. The Belgian league had two seasons in which a team was not able
to finish the season due to bankruptcy, and hence, these teams’ matches were awarded 5-0 to the
opponent. Besides, a team withdrew from the Ukrainian league in season 2013–2014 and their
results were annulled during the winter break. As explained before, we do not consider these cases
as disruptions of the initial schedule.
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4.2 Results
We analyze the variation of the quality measures between initial and realized schedules for the
above-mentioned ten leagues for fifteen consecutive seasons, from 2002 to 2017. Figure 5 indicates
various reasons for disruptions, as well as their relative occurence. The main factors that have
affected the implementation of the initial schedules are adverse weather conditions (heavy rains,
snow, ...) and conflicts with the schedules of other competitions (cup, Champions League, ...). In
some countries, teams were entitled to have their match rescheduled when they missed a number
of international players (e.g. because of African Cup of Nations). Political issues can also have
a profound influence. For example, in Ukraine, two rounds in season 2014–2015 were postponed
for a couple of months for the sake of elections; the Crimea crisis and the conflict with Russia
resulted in even more disruptions and even a failure (Chornomorets Odesa vs. Metalist Kharkiv).
Occasionally, an entire matchday has been put off in Northern Ireland (2008) and Spain (2011) due




















Figure 5: Reasons behind disruptions, with their relative proportion
Figure 6 gives an overview of the percentage of disrupted matches per league (Figure 6(a)),
and per month (Figure 6(b)). For 121 seasons out of the 150 seasons that are studied, at least one
disruption was recorded. In total, 637 matches out of 46, 902 (i.e., about 1.36% of the matches)
were rescheduled leading to a disruption. Although having a mild climate is not a guarantee
for a low number of disruptions, winter clearly plays a role, as the months December, January,
and February record more disruptions than the average month. July and August also have a high
disruption percentage, which is due to the large number of teams that are participating in European
competitions in that period. June has no disruptions recorded, which is not a surprise as most
leagues do not schedule matches in that month. The frequency of disruptions differs considerably
between different leagues. For instance, England has over thirteen times as many disruptions than
Germany. Unlike most other competitions, the English Premier League has many games played
during winter (the Premier League is set to trial a winter break in season 2019/20 for the very first
time though). Moreover, there are recurring scheduling conflicts with the FA Cup competition.
Indeed, contrary to other competitions, the quarter and semi-finals of the FA Cup coincide with a
regular Premier League matchday. Hence, teams who are still active in the FA Cup at that stage
see their Premier League match rescheduled.
As shown in Figure 7, leagues usually have at most one disrupted game per round. In fact, two
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(b) Average % of disruptions per month
Figure 6: Disruption occurence per league and per month
thirds of the disruptions are isolated events. Figure 7 also shows the likeliness of having multiple
disrupted games in the same round (note however that not all leagues have the same number of
matches per round). Important differences between countries can be noted: in Belgium, England,
France, the Netherlands and Russia, it happens frequently that multiple games from the same
round are disrupted, while this is much less the case in Germany, Portugal or Italy. In the Russian,





















Figure 7: Occurrence (as a %) of rounds with 1, 2, ..., 10 disruption(s) per league
In Table 1, we display the value of each quality measure for each league during the last 15
seasons. Each cell consists of an initial schedule and a realized one, which have four common
numbers; the first (respectively the second, the third and the fourth) value represents the number
of breaks (respectively δ, k, and g). For realized schedules, these numbers are followed by the value
of RD. The quintuple (90|2|4|4|34), for instance, means that the realized schedule has 90 breaks,
there is a team with 2 consecutive breaks, the k- and g-ranking-balancedness both equal 4, and
the ranking difference is 34. We point out that it is possible that an initial schedule has more
rounds than strictly needed, and as such has RD > 0. In the last fifteen years, the Netherlands had
three such initial schedules, namely 2002–2003, 2003–2004, and 2004–2005, resulting in RD values
equal to 30, 26 and 10 respectively. Since all other initial schedules had RD = 0, we dropped this
notation for initial schedules in Table 1.
Out of 150 cells in Table 1, only 28 have the same values on the first four numbers for the
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initial and the realized schedules, 25 of which correspond to the RD-balanced seasons without
disruptions. Season 2015–2016 of the Ukrainian league was RD-balanced, however, the number
of breaks increased with 20 compared to the initial schedule because of a rescheduling of a whole
round. Table 1 also shows that some countries consistently produce initial schedules that have
the same quality (e.g. France, Germany, Spain), which suggests that these leagues have specific
rules with respect to breaks and home advantage, that they explicitly take into account in the
scheduling process. In some countries (e.g. Belgium, Portugal, and Ukraine), the number of teams
has changed during the period of fifteen years, which may explain some of the differences in the
number of breaks. Generally speaking, most leagues use initial schedules that achieve good quality
measures (small values). England is the only league that has initial schedules which show perfect
balancedness (i.e., k = g = δ = 1), albeit accompanied by a high number of breaks. The realized
schedules in England on the other hand suffer a lot from disruptions, reflected by a very high
ranking difference and the loss of perfect balancedness in each realized schedule. The quality of the
schedules in the Netherlands appears to be quite poor when looking at the high number of breaks

























Figure 8: Effect of disruptions on the average number of breaks per team
Figure 8 shows the effect of disruptions on the average number of breaks per team for each
season and each league. We observe that the number of breaks is quite sensitive to disruptions. On
a few occasions (France 2009–2010, Italy 2011–2012), the total number of breaks even has doubled.
As an exception, we mention that for the season 2004–2005 in Ukraine, the number of breaks
decreased because of disruptions; indeed, the initial schedule had 60 breaks whereas the realized
schedule was completed with 40 breaks (see Table 1). Furthermore, although the initial schedules
in England and the Netherlands already have a lot of breaks, disruptions are not handled in a way
that minimizes the number of breaks.
Figure 9 shows the effect of disruptions on the average ranking difference per team for each
season and each league. It can be seen that the ranking difference in England is at a high level in
almost every season. Clearly, during the season, the Premier League ranking is often heavily biased
by differences in the number of matches played per team. In contrast, Germany, the Netherlands,
Portugal, and Ukraine display a low ranking difference in most seasons (e.g. 6 out of 15 seasons in


























Figure 9: Effect of disruptions on the average value of RD per team
Germany resulted in RD = 0). Belgium, Spain and Russia, sometimes show peaks in RD, largely
corresponding to seasons where disruptions were numerous.
Differences BEL ENG FRA GER ITA NET POR RUS SPA UKR
consecutive breaks -1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 11 2 8 13 3 9 10 12 7 11
1 3 12 6 2 11 6 5 3 8 4
2 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
k−balancedness 0 11 1 7 13 9 13 11 9 10 11
1 3 11 7 2 6 2 4 6 5 4
2 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
g−balancedness 0 13 3 8 14 11 11 13 10 12 11
1 2 9 7 1 4 4 2 5 3 4
2 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Table 2: Number of seasons with different observations on consecutive breaks, k−balancedness and
g−balancedness per league
We have also analyzed the sensitivity of the maximum number of consecutive breaks, the k-
balancedness and the g-balancedness to disruptions, as shown in Table 2. We found that disruptions
only have a modest impact on these measures; in some cases these values remain the same despite
the occurrence of disruptions. The first measure, i.e., consecutive breaks, has varied in 80 cells in
Table 1, with a difference ranging from −1 to 2. There are three cells with the difference of 2,
corresponding with Belgium (2009–2010), France (2009–2010) and Italy (2011–2012). Meanwhile,
on three occasions, the maximum number of consecutive breaks was reduced because of disruptions:
England (2010–2011), and Ukraine (2006–2007 & 2009–2010). The k-index varies in 54 cells in
Table 1, with a difference ranging from 1 to 3. Only for England (2010–2011) we have a increase of
3. As for the g-index, it varies in 44 cells in Table 1, with a difference of 1 or 2. Again, only England
displays a increase of 2, in seasons 2008–2009, 2009–2010, and 2010–2011. Generally, the impact of
disruptions on the g-index is less profound than the impact on the k-index, which in turn is smaller
than the impact on the maximum number of consecutive breaks. For these three measures, the
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difference rarely exceeds one. England experiences a deterioration of the balancedness in all but one
season as the competition develops, and as such, never benefits from the high-quality (k = g = 1)
initial schedules of some seasons. Spain, Germany, and Portugal on the other hand, have the most
stable schedules.
Overall, these observations indicate that most leagues use a (re)scheduling policy that is not
very effective at minimizing the impact of disruptions on the quality measures that we considered,
except with respect to avoiding consecutive breaks. Note however that other constraints (e.g.
stadium availability, police requests, ...) may have played a role in this as well.
5. Proactive and reactive policies
In the remainder of this paper we try to mitigate the negative effects of disruptions on the quality of
football schedules. The quality of a schedule is evaluated on the basis of before-mentioned quality
measures: breaks, k−balancedness, ranking difference and failures. We study several proactive and
reactive policies to deal with disrupted matches; typically, a proactive strategy is combined with a
reactive strategy (see Section 6).
5.1 Proactive policies
Our proactive policies try to anticipate the realization of unforeseen events by inserting catch-up
rounds as buffers into the initial schedule. Recall that catch-up rounds are empty rounds to which
disrupted matches can be rescheduled. The idea of having such buffers is also mentioned in [3], who
develop a time-relaxed schedule for a professional basketball league, where so-called rest weeks can
be used a posteriori for any reschedulings that may be required due to unforeseen circumstances.
However, the authors consider the position of these rest weeks as given (and the rescheduling process
not discussed either). We take four proactive policies into consideration:
• spread catch-up rounds equally over the season (PS)
• spread catch-up rounds equally over the second half of the season (P2)
• position all catch-up rounds near the end of the season (PE)
• spread catch-up rounds over the season according to the distribution of disruptions in Fig-
ure 6(b) (PD)
We assume that consecutive catch-up rounds are not allowed (we haven’t seen evidence of such
practices in our empirical study). Note that each of our proactive policies puts a catch-up round
at the end of the season to make sure that disruptions happening in the final round would not
automatically lead to a cancellation.
5.2 Reactive Policies
Instead of strengthening the initial schedule, reactive policies revise or re-optimise the initial sched-
ule after the unforeseen event has occured. Hence, our reactive policies concentrate on rescheduling
postponed games to appropriate catch-up rounds. More specifically, after each round, it becomes
clear which games are disrupted. The reactive policy will determine to which catch-up rounds these
disrupted games should be rescheduled, however, taking into account that catch-up rounds – as
any other round – cannot have more than one match involving the same team. Note that, in line
with common practice in football, we do not allow to make changes to other matches from the
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initial schedule. We also assume that a disruption can only be rescheduled to a catch-up round
which is not immediately following its original round, since otherwise we would be violating its
definition (see Section 2). An exception holds for matches in the last round that cannot be played
as planned: they can be rescheduled to the subsequent catch-up round (provided that there is one).
Recall that this paper assumes compact schedules, which implies that disrupted matches can only
be rescheduled to catch-up rounds (in a time-relaxed schedule, one could reschedule a disrupted
match to a regular round, provided that both teams do not play on that round). We consider the
following three reactive policies:
• reschedule a disruption to the first available catch-up round (FA)
• reschedule a disruption to the best available catch-up round with respect to the number of
breaks (BB)
• reschedule a disruption to the best available catch-up round with respect to k−balancedness (BK)
The first available (FA) reactive policy reschedules each disrupted game to the earliest possible
catch-up round, and as such it is the best one can do to minimize ranking difference. The other
two policies are referred to as best break (BB) and best k−index (BK), and aim at rescheduling
disrupted matches with minimal breaks and smallest k value respectively. We discuss these reactive
policies under two settings: (i) each disrupted match should be rescheduled right away and perma-
nently, which is referred to as fixed setting; (ii) a disruption can be rescheduled to a catch-up round
temporarily and this arrangement can be changed later if more information becomes available. We
refer to this as the flexible setting.
While the first available policy is easy to implement, we have developed an IP formulation for
each of the other two strategies. We use T to denote the set of regular rounds, and C for the set of
catch-up rounds. The set of disrupted matches is given by D, where Di ⊆ D refers to the set of dis-
rupted matches featuring team i ∈ S. Let hd (ad) refer to the home (away) team of disrupted match
d ∈ D. We use qi,r for the difference between the number of home and away games played by team
i after round r ∈ T ∪ C, when all disrupted matches are omitted. We define the decision variable
xd,c which is 1 if disrupted match d ∈ D is rescheduled on catch-up round c ∈ C, and 0 otherwise.
Furthermore, ki,r represents the difference between the number of home and away games played by
team i after round r ∈ T ∪C in the repaired schedule. Variable yd is 1 if disrupted match d ∈ D is a
failure, and 0 otherwise. We now present the formulation for the best k−index policy as an example.




ki,r 6 k ∀i ∈ S, r ∈ T ∪ C, (11)
− ki,r 6 k ∀i ∈ S, r ∈ T ∪ C, (12)










xd,c ∀i ∈ S, r ∈ T ∪ C, (13)
∑
d∈Di
xd,c 6 1 ∀i ∈ S, c ∈ C, (14)∑
c∈C
xd,c = 1 + yd ∀d ∈ D, (15)
xd,c ∈ {0, 1} ∀d ∈ D, c ∈ C, (16)
yd ∈ {0, 1} ∀d ∈ D. (17)
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The objective is to reschedule disrupted games such that the k−index value is minimized,
provided that the number of failures is minimal (note that |T | is an upper bound to k). Con-
straints (11)-(13) compute the k−index value, while constraints (14) indicate that each team should
play at most one match per catch-up round. Constraints (15) enforce that matches that are not
rescheduled to a catch-up round count as a failure. The integrality constraints are given in (16) and
(17). In the flexible setting, the idea is to solve this formulation after each round r, with variables
xd,c with c 6 r fixed to the value they had after solving the model for round r − 1. In the fixed
setting, additionally, each xd,c which was 1 after solving the model at some round, is fixed to 1 for
all following rounds.
6. Simulations
In this section, we test the performance of several combinations of a proactive and a reactive policy.
We are mainly interested in two things: (i) how does each combined strategy behave with respect
to four performance indexes (breaks, k−balancedness, ranking differences and failures), and (ii)
what is the impact of the number of disruptions and the number of catch-up rounds on the quality
of the realized schedules.
6.1 Experimental design
Motivated by the omnipresence of this competition format in professional European football leagues
[7], we consider a mirrored double round robin (2RR) tournament with 20 teams, played using a
compact, phased schedule. Moreover, a canonical schedule based on Eq. (1) is used as the initial
schedule, determining for each round which team plays against which opponent. Hence, we have
38 rounds in this initial schedule, 54 breaks, a k−balancedness of 2, and RD = 0. Disruptions are
generated randomly in accordance with the distribution from our empirical study (see Figure 6(b)).
In the first part of our simulation 12 disruptions are generated, and four catch-up rounds are
available, leading to 42 rounds in total. Table 3 shows where each of the proactive policies positions
the catch-up rounds in this case. For the second part, we consider a number of disruptions ranging
from 4 to 40, with the number of catch-up rounds varying from 1 to 10.
Proactive policy c1 c2 c3 c4
PS 11 21 31 42
P2 20 27 34 42
PE 39 40 41 42
PD 20 24 33 42
Table 3: Positions of 4 catch-up rounds for each proactive policy
We point out that in general, failures will create fewer breaks than rescheduled matches. Indeed,
while rescheduling a match has a double impact on the home-away patterns of the involved teams
(around the initial round and the catch-up round to which it is rescheduled), cancelling a match
only changes the home-away pattern around initial round. Consequently, in this simulation study,
we use breaks per played game (PG breaks) as an alternative measure:
PG breaks =
breaks
total number of games − number of failures
. (18)
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6.2 Results
6.2.1 Comparison of combined proactive-reactive strategies
In this part, we study 4 proactive policies and 3 reactive policies under fixed and flexible settings.
This leads to 24 different combinations of proactive and reactive strategies, which all have been
tested for a season with 12 disruptions and 4 available catch-up rounds. The results, averaged over
100 season simulations, for each strategy are compared with respect to breaks, k-balancedness,
ranking difference, and failures, in Tables 4, 5, 6, and 7 respectively. The final column in each table
indicates whether differences (ordered by breaks|k|RD|failures) between the fixed and the flexible
setting are significant. For each proactive policy, the best result per quality measure is bolded; the
best values overall for each quality measure are starred.
The results confirm that the FA, BB, and BK reactive policies are the best choices for minimizing
the number of the ranking difference, breaks, and the k−index respectively. With respect to
proactive policies, PS performs better in terms of RD while the worst performance is for the PE
policy. This can be explained by the fact that disruptions in the first half of the season can be
rescheduled soon under PS, while the opposite is true for PE. On the other hand, PS has a poor
performance with respect to avoiding failures, which is the only measure for which PE excels.
P2 has superior behaviour on breaks and k−balancedness. As for the PD strategy, it presents
reasonable results on each quality measures: breaks are slightly higher than in P2, k−balancedness
is almost the same as in P2 and smaller than in PS. Moreover, RD in PD is much lower than in
PE, and the number of failures lower than in P2, and only half the number of failures produced by
PS. Furthermore, the results show that the number of failures can be reduced significantly when
adopting a flexible setting. Except under the proactive policy where all catch-up rounds are pushed
towards the end of the season, the flexible setting leads to a significantly different performance than
the fixed setting. In general, the flexible setting improves the quality of the results, although in
some cases where the reactive policy is not aligned with the quality measure (e.g. the performance
with respect to RD of PS-BK) the opposite is true.
6.2.2 Impact of disruptions and available catch-up rounds
In this part, we vary the number of disruptions from 4, 8, 12, ... to 40, and the number of
catch-up rounds from 1, 2, ... to 10 (for each combination, 100 simulations are done) in order
to study their impact on the quality of the realized schedule. Figures 10(a), 11(a), 12(a), and
13(a) show the results of combined proactive-reactive strategies that perform best with respect
to breaks, k−balancedness, RD, and failures, respectively, based on the results in Section 6.2.1.
Figures 10(b), 11(b), 12(b), and 13(b) show the performance differences between these strategies
and the PD proactive strategy coupled with the best reactive strategy for each quality measure.
Note that all strategies discussed here assume a flexible setting.
Overall, Figures 10–13 show a rising trend for breaks, k−balancedness, ranking difference and
failures as the number of disruptions increases. Having more catch-up rounds allows to mitigate
this effect, although this is much more effective for reducing the number of failures or the ranking
difference, than it is for breaks or the k−index. For the policies depicted in these figures, unless
there are more than 20 disruptions per season, the added values of having more than 4 catch-up
rounds seems very limited.
Figures 10–13 also give a clearer picture of the performance of a number of strategies in other
situations than the one with 4 catch-up rounds and 12 disruptions studied in Section 6.2.1. With
respect to breaks (Figure 10), we find that P2-BB and PD-BB behave quite comparably to an
increase in number of disruptions, the latter even gains the advantage as the number of catch-up
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Reactive Policy PG breaks k RD failures significant difference
FA
fixed 0.215 3.137 181 1.252
Y|Y|Y|Y
flexible 0.217 3.121 175.2* 0.996
BB
fixed 0.210 3.237 233.4 1.49
Y|Y|Y|Y
flexible 0.208 3.122 207.1 0.996
BK
fixed 0.215 3.137 181.3 1.254
Y|Y|Y|Y
flexible 0.210 3.084 236.1 0.977
Table 4: Results of the PS proactive policy
Reactive Policy PG breaks k RD failures significant difference
FA
fixed 0.215 3.169 189.8 0.63
Y|Y|Y|Y
flexible 0.216 3.118 182.7 0.485
BB
fixed 0.216 3.193 194.2 0.653
Y|Y|Y|Y
flexible 0.207* 3.097 209.5 0.485
BK
fixed 0.216 3.192 195.35 0.651
Y|Y|Y|Y
flexible 0.212 3.04* 244.9 0.486
Table 5: Results of the P2 proactive policy
Reactive Policy PG breaks k RD failures significant difference
FA
fixed 0.2105 3.675 457.9 0.088
N|N|N|Y
flexible 0.2104 3.675 457.9 0.08*
BB
fixed 0.2103 3.676 457.9 0.169
N|N|N|Y
flexible 0.2102 3.675 457.9 0.08*
BK
fixed 0.2104 3.675 457.9 0.163
N|N|N|Y
flexible 0.2103 3.674 457.9 0.08*
Table 6: Results of the PE proactive policy
Reactive Policy PG breaks k RD failures significant difference
FA
fixed 0.218 3.169 190.2 0.539
Y|Y|Y|Y
flexible 0.217 3.138 184.3 0.48
BB
fixed 0.217 3.174 193.3 0.646
Y|Y|Y|Y
flexible 0.213 3.112 202.8 0.48
BK
fixed 0.217 3.17 193.3 0.589
Y|Y|Y|Y
flexible 0.214 3.069 237.6 0.48
Table 7: Results of the PD proactive policy









































(b) P2-BB − PD-BB
Figure 10: Impact of disruptions and catch-up rounds on breaks
rounds increases. As far as the k-index is concerned (Figure 11), P2-BK outperforms PD-BK when
few catch-up rounds are available or disruptions are rather rare; in the opposite case, the latter is
the preferred strategy. On the basis of Figures 12, the ranking difference is similarly handled by
PS-FA and by PD-FA. In most cases, the differences on the ranking difference between PS-FA and
PD-FA are close to or equal to zero. Comparing PE-FA and PD-FA in terms of avoiding failures,











































(b) P2-BK − PD-BK




































(b) PS-FA − PD-FA
Figure 12: Impact of disruptions and catch-up rounds on ranking difference









































(b) PE-FA − PD-FA
Figure 13: Impact of disruptions and catch-up rounds on failures
6.3 Application to real-life football seasons
Since the simulations in Section 6.2 point towards the flexible PD-FA policy with four catch-
up rounds as an adequate strategy with respect to several quality measures, we now test the
performance of this approach on 11 real-life cases, selected for their high number of rounds with
disruptions. Table 8 (third column) shows the total number of games and the number of disruptions
for each of theses seasons.
League year matches initial realized simulated
ENG 03-04 380/8 (94,2) (118,3,86,0,8) (110,3,126,0,4)
04-05 380/9 (130,1) (160,2,84,0,6) (138,2,110,0,4)
09-10 380/22 (172,1) (204,3,318,0,11) (181,2,330,0,4)
10-11 380/15 (124,3) (160,6,318,0,9) (162,6,96,0,4)
12-13 380/11 (130,2) (150,3,126,0,6) (140,3,142,0,4)
15-16 380/10 (138,2) (164,2,112,0,3) (150,2,46,0,3)
RUS 06-07 240/10 (60,6) (92,7,36,0,5) (78,6,54,0,4)
ITA 11-12 380/20 (66,2) (142,3,74,0,6) (94,3,204,0,4)
SPA 11-12 380/ 22 (54,2) (84,3,16,0,4) (80,3,32,0,4)
UKR 04-05 240/13 (60,2) (40,3,66,0,5) (74,4,24,0,4)
14-15 182/8 (52,3) (60,6,26,0,2) (82,5,20,0,2)
BEL 10-11 240/14 (42,2) (72,3,120,0,6) (88,4,124,1,4)
Table 8: Application of the PD-FA policy with 4 catch-up rounds to real-life seasons. For initial
schedules, only the number of breaks followed by k-balancedness is reported; realized and simulated
schedules feature the number of breaks, k-balancedness, ranking difference, failures and the number
of used catch-up rounds, in that order.
Table 8 shows that, although in reality many more catch-up rounds were used, our approach
handles 10 out of 11 leagues successfully with only four catch-up rounds (Belgium 10-11 being
a notable exception with one failure). Our (simulated) realized schedules for Russia (06-07) and
England (15-16) outperforms the real-life solutions in terms of all quality measures. In general, our
approach needs fewer breaks than the solution developed in reality, although its resulting ranking
difference is often larger. The latter is at least to some extent due to the fact that more catch-up
rounds are used in real life, which allows rescheduling disruptions sooner.
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6.4 Recommendations to Practitioners
Our simulations involve a realistic scenario based on professional football in Europe (Section 6.2.1),
as well as scenarios with other levels of disruptions and catch-up rounds than common in European
football leagues (Section 6.2.2), and have been validated on real-life cases. Hence, the following
recommendations are mainly focussed on practitioners from football, but should also have some
value for other sports.
In general, policies work better using the flexible than the fixed setting. Hence, we would advise
practitioners to wait as long as possible before announcing the round to which a disrupted match
is to be rescheduled. Indeed, as more information becomes available, disruptions can be handled
more adequately. On the other hand, teams, fans, and TV companies may not be happy with a
late decision on a new date for a disrupted game. Hence, practitioners face a trade-off between
waiting for useful new information and informing all involved stakeholders well in advance.
Next, practitioners should develop a clear idea about the quality measure they care about most.
For instance, rescheduling a disrupted game to the earliest available round is a good idea if one
wants to minimize the ranking difference. The preferred quality measure also has implications
on which proactive strategy will work best. If failures are to be avoided at all cost, it is best to
move the catch-up rounds as much to the end as possible. In contrast, catch-up rounds should be
balanced over the entire season to have the best effect if having a representative ranking at each
point in the season is paramount. Provided that all quality measures are relevant, balancing the
catch-up rounds over the second half the season or according to a disruption distribution is advised.
Finally, our simulations show that four or five catch-up rounds should suffice to handle up to
20 disruptions. Extra catch-up rounds only show added value in cases where even a single failure is
highly problematic or when considerably more than 20 disruptions are to be expected. In general,
having more than 5 catch-up rounds only marginally improves the results with respect to breaks,
the k−index and ranking difference, which probably would not outweigh the cost of reserving venues
and timeslots for catch-up matches.
7. Conclusions
This paper studies the impact of uncertainty on the quality of football schedules of leading European
leagues, and proposes several proactive and reactive strategies for dealing with disruptions.
Essentially, our empirical study indicates (i) that unforeseen events disrupt about 1.6% of the
matches and (ii) that even a small number of disruptions substantially impacts the quality of
the realized schedule. Indeed, in almost all cases disruptions (drastically) increased the number
of breaks, and in half of the cases, the ranking balancedness worsened as well. Furthermore,
disruptions often contribute to a high ranking difference. We conclude that, although there are
large differences among the leagues, European football schedules are in general not robust with
respect to disruptions.
Thus, four proactive and three reactive policies are proposed for anticipating and handling
disruptions. According to our simulations, different combinations of proactive-reactive policies
perform best on different quality measures. Overall, positioning catch-up rounds over the season
according to the distribution of disruptions is a proactive strategy that allows to perform reasonably
well on all quality measures. The advised reactive strategy depends heavily on the preferred quality
measure. Furthermore, if 5 catch-up rounds are available, the impact of additional catch-up rounds
drastically decreases.
Although this paper has focussed on football, our strategies, methodology, and quality measures
can also be applied to other sports that play according to a compact round robin tournament.
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Furthermore, a promising area of research would be to apply proactive and reactive strategies to
time-relaxed round robin schedules, which are common e.g. in amateur sports.
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